COUNTRIES WITH AN EMERGING ORGANIC SECTOR
(still low development of the domestic market for organic products)

Is the organic sector in the country asking for a compulsory regulation of Organic Agriculture?

- Yes:
  Develop a national organic regulation, in partnership with your national organic stakeholders and with international advice (IFOAM - Organics International).

  Use the ORGANIC REGULATION TEMPLATE for countries with an emerging organic sector as a starting point.

- No:
  Do not regulate the domestic market.
  You may develop a national (or regional) organic standard adapted to local conditions and link it to an organic mark and to a set of accepted verification systems.
  You may also first focus on developing an organic promotion policy.

  NATIONAL STANDARD TEMPLATE based on the IFOAM Standard (you may adapt it to your national conditions, with a stakeholder participation process).

  Make sure the final version of your standard is approved into the IFOAM Family of Standards.

  TEMPLATE MANUAL for the management of a national logo

  TEMPLATE ORGANIC PROMOTION POLICY (pending)